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REAL CLOSED VALUED FIELDS WITH ANALYTIC STRUCTURE
PABLO CUBIDES KOVACSICS∗ AND DEIRDRE HASKELL†
Abstract. We show quantifier elimination theorems for real closed valued fields with sep-
arated analytic structure and overconvergent analytic structure in their natural one-sorted
languages and deduce that such structures are weakly o-minimal. We also provide a short
proof that algebraically closed valued fields with separated analytic structure (in any rank)
are C-minimal.
1. Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Denef and van den Dries in [6], subanalytic sets and fields
with analytic structure have been intensively studied by various authors (see [15, 17, 16, 5,
11, 12, 7, 2, 4, 13]). The most complete account to date is the one given by Cluckers and
Lipshitz in [3] where, inspired by almost all previous work, they provided an abstract setting
which isolates the properties a ring of functions should satisfy in order to behave like a ring
of analytic functions. When the ambient field is sufficiently tame, for example algebraically
closed, real closed or simply henselian, the algebraic properties imposed on the considered rings
of functions provide powerful structure theorems taking the form of a quantifier elimination
theorem or of a tameness property such as o-minimality of the underlying structure.
In this article, we continue this line of investigation by studying real closed valued fields
with analytic structure in a setting which has not been explored before. In previous work
on real closed fields with analytic structure, the analytic structure is in some way intrinsic
to the ordered structure. One main thrust of research, which is in the same spirit as this
investigation, is that of the structures studied by Lipshitz and Robinson in [11] and later
generalized by Cluckers, Lipshitz and Robinson in [5] and Cluckers and Lipshitz in [3]. In
this setting, real closed valued fields are studied in a language without the valuation, and the
analytic functions under consideration, although potentially defined using the valuation, are
restricted to closed boxes [−1, 1]n. In particular these structures are o-minimal. The other
approach is the general framework of T -convex structures introduced by Lewenberg and van
den Dries in [14]. In this setting, one studies non-standard models of o-minimal expansions of
real closed fields by adding the natural valuation. Non-standard models of the theory of the
field of real numbers with restricted analytic functions constitute one of the main examples
of this setting. In the presence of the valuation, T -convex structures are not o-minimal.
However, they are weakly o-minimal : every definable subset of the line is a finite union of
convex sets.
In the present article we study real closed valued fields with analytic structure in a language
which contains the valuation and in which the underlying rings of analytic functions are
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restricted to powers of the valuation ring. As the valuation is in the language, the structures we
consider are obviously not o-minimal, so we are not in the framework of [11, 5, 3]. Furthermore,
the valuation can be recovered from each analytic function, which implies our structures are
not T -convex, since the reduct without the valuation is still not o-minimal. The main results
of this paper include a quantifier elimination theorem (Theorem 3.2) and a tameness theorem
(Theorem 4.10) which can be informally gathered as follows:
Theorem. Let K be a real closed valued field with separated analytic A-structure. Then
the theory of K in the one-sorted language of ordered valued fields with separated analytic
A-structure has quantifier elimination and is weakly o-minimal.
As a corollary (Corollary 5.2), we obtain that real closed valued fields of rank 1 such as
the field of Puiseux series
⋃
n>0R((t
1/n)) or Hahn fields such as R((tQ)) and R((tR)) with (full)
overconvergent analytic structure are weakly o-minimal. We also show quantifier elimination
for the theory of such structures (see Theorem 5.4).
It is worth noticing that, since real closed valued fields are henselian, the structures consid-
ered here fall into the formalism for henselian fields with analytic structure presented in [3].
One of the results of that paper is a quantifier elimination theorem ([3, Theorem 4.5.15]) in a
multi-sorted language from which the model-theoretic tameness property called b-minimality
is deduced ([3, Theorem 6.3.7]). Our original expectation was that b-minimality would imply
weak o-minimality in the real closed case. However, it is not at all clear from b-minimality
what the definable sets on the value group and residue field will look like, nor how these
descriptions interact with the ordering. By working in the one-sorted language as we do here,
we get further information about the definable sets that might not be extracted from the
previous results in the multi-sorted language.
A related point to consider is what happens for algebraically closed valued fields with
separated analytic structure. In this case, a quantifier elimination is also available in the
one-sorted language (see [3, Theorem 4.5.15]). It is worth observing, as we do in Theorem
4.6, that C-minimality (the natural tameness notion in this case) follows by a fairly short
argument. We do not know if C-minimality could be deduced directly from the multi-sorted
setting.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, notation is set and some definitions from
[3] are recalled. Quantifier elimination is proved in Section 3. Section 4 is divided in two
parts: in Section 4.1 we prove C-minimality in the algebraically closed case and in Section
4.2 weak o-minimality is shown in the real closed case. In Section 5 we prove the quantifier
elimination theorem for real closed valued fields with overconvergent analytic structure.
2. The setting
Let (K, v) be a valued field. Somewhat unconventionally, we write v multiplicatively, that
is, we let (ΓK , ·) denote a divisible ordered abelian group and v : K → Γ ∪ {0} denote a
surjective map satisfying
(1) v(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0;
(2) v(xy) = v(x)v(y);
(3) v(x+ y) 6 max{v(x), v(y)}.
We let K◦ denote the valuation ring of (K, v), K◦◦ its maximal ideal, K˜ := K◦/K◦◦ its
residue field and res : K◦ → K˜ the residue map. Given a ∈ K and γ ∈ ΓK , the open ball
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centered at a of radius γ is the set {x ∈ K | v(a − x) < γ}. The closed ball centered at a of
radius γ is the set {x ∈ K | v(a − x) 6 γ}. We treat points of K as closed balls of radius 0.
The set of open balls forms a basis for the topology on K. The one-sorted language of valued
fields Ldiv is the language (+,−, ·, 0, 1,div), where div is a binary relation symbol interpreted
in a valued field (K, v) by div(x, y)⇔ v(x) 6 v(y).
For much, but not all, of the paper, K will be an ordered, valued field; that is, the valuation
is convex with respect to the ordering. We use the standard absolute value notation |x| to
denote the function
|x| :=
{
x if x > 0
−x if x < 0.
The language of ordered valued fields is L6div := Ldiv ∪ {6}, where 6 is interpreted in an
ordered valued field by the ordering.
2.1. Separated analytic structure. The notion of separated analytic A-structure on a val-
ued field K is defined in [3]. Briefly, it consists of a ring A, a collection A = (Am,n)m,n∈N of
subrings of the ring of formal power series over A in the separated variables x = (x1, . . . , xm)
and ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρn), and a collection (σm,n) of homomorphisms from Am,n to the ring of
K◦-valued functions on (K◦)m × (K◦◦)n satisfying natural compatibility conditions. The
rings extend polynomial rings over A and, crucially, satisfy Weierstrass division and a strong
Noetherian property (see [3, Sections 4.1 and 4.2]). The most obvious example of separated
analytic A-structure occurs when K is a complete valued field with rank one value group, and
A = K◦. The rings Am,n consist of the convergent power series in the x-variables, and any
power series in the ρ-variables. These will converge as functions on (K◦)m × (K◦◦)n, so the
σm,n can be taken to be the homomorphisms which take the power series as an element of the
ring to the function defined by evaluating the power series. There are many other examples,
as described in [3, Section 4.4]. In general, we may suppose that ker(σ0,0) = (0) and think of
A as a subring of K◦ and Am,n as a subring of K
◦[[x, ρ]].
The language of valued fields with (separated) analytic A-structure, denoted LA, is the
language Ldiv together with a unary function symbol
−1 and an (m+n)-ary function symbol
for each element f ∈ Am,n with m,n ∈ N. The structure (K,LA) is defined by interpreting
Ldiv in the natural way,
−1 as the multiplicative inverse function extended to K by setting
0−1 = 0, and each f ∈ Am,n as the function
fLA(x, ρ) :=
{
σm,n(f)(x, ρ), if (x, ρ) ∈ (K
◦)m × (K◦◦)n;
0, otherwise.
We define the language L6A of ordered valued fields with analytic A-structure as the extension
of LA by a new binary relation symbol {6}.
As always, Weierstrass preparation plays a central role in analysing the definable sets;
to use it requires an appropriate notion of regularity. This is one place where we see the
different roles of the two kinds of variables. The following terminology comes from [7]. Let
x = (x1, . . . , xm), ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρn), x
′ = (xm+1, . . . , xm′) and ρ
′ = (ρn+1, . . . , ρn′). Let
f(x, ρ, x′, ρ′) be an LA-term in which
−1 is only applied to terms not involving x′ or ρ′. Then
f =
∑
µν aµν(x, λ)(x
′)µ(ρ′)ν where the aµν are LA-terms. The function f is called preregular
of degree (µ0, ν0) if aµ0ν0 = 1 and for ν < ν0 and also for ν = ν0, µ > µ0, aµν(x, λ) ∈ K
◦◦ for
all x, λ in (K◦)m × (K◦◦)n. We call f regular of degree µ0 if it is preregular of degree (µ0, 0)
and regular of degree ν0 if it is preregular of degree (0, ν0).
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3. Quantifier elimination for real closed valued fields with separated
analytic structure
Let K be a real closed valued field with separated analytic A-structure. To show that
Th(K,L6A) has quantifier elimination, we use the following result, due to Cherlin and Dick-
mann, about its associated algebraic theory Th(K,L6div). This latter theory corresponds to
the L6div-theory of real closed non-trivially valued fields, commonly denoted by RCVF.
Theorem 3.1 ([1, Section 2]). The theory RCVF has quantifier elimination.
Theorem 3.2. The theory Th(K,L6A) has quantifier elimination.
Proof. The proof follows the strategy of [7] (which is also based on [6]) in which the key step
is the following so-called Basic Lemma. The method to derive the theorem from the Basic
lemma is exactly as in [7, 3.8.5]. The proof of the Basic lemma is given below. 
Lemma 3.3 (Basic Lemma). Let ϕ(x, λ, y, ρ) be an L6A-quantifier free formula in which
−1
is only applied to terms not involving y or ρ. Then there is an L6A-quantifier free formula
ψ(x, λ) equivalent to ∃y∃ρϕ(x, λ, y, ρ).
Proof. Let ϕ(x, λ, y, ρ) be as in the statement of the lemma with y = (y1, . . . , yM ) and ρ =
(ρ1, . . . , ρN ). By standard reductions we may assume that ∃y∃ρϕ is of the form
ϕ0(x, λ) ∧ ∃y∃ρ
(
4∧
i=1
ϕi(x, λ, y, ρ)
)
,
where
ϕ1(x, λ, y, ρ) is the formula
∧
i∈I1
(fi(x, λ, y, ρ) = 0);
ϕ2(x, λ, y, ρ) is the formula
∧
i∈I2
(0 < fi(x, λ, y, ρ));
ϕ3(x, λ, y, ρ) is the formula
∧
i∈I3
(v(fi(x, λ, y, ρ)) = 1);
ϕ4(x, λ, y, ρ)is the formula
∧
i∈I4,j∈I5
v(fi(x, λ, y, ρ)) < v(fj(x, λ, y, ρ)),
where the x and y variables range over the valuation ring, the λ and ρ-variables range over the
maximal ideal and each fi is of the form fi = ai(x, λ)gi(x, λ, y, ρ) with ai(x, λ) an LA-term
and gi ∈ AM,N preregular of degree (µi,0, νi,0). We proceed by induction on (M,N).
Case 1: Suppose N = 0. This is handled word for word as in [7, 3.13 Case 1].
Case 2: Suppose N > 0 and let I :=
⋃5
s=1 Is. Since gi is preregular of degree (µi,0, νi,0),
writing gi =
∑
ν bi,ν(x, λ, y)ρ
ν we have that bi,νi,0 is preregular of degree µi,0. As in [7, 3.13
Case 2], we further split into cases with respect to the following disjunction:
ϕ←→
(
[
∨
i∈I
ϕ ∧ v(bi,νi,0) < 1)] ∨ (ϕ ∧
∧
i∈I
v(biνi,0) = 1)
)
.
Case 2a: Fix j ∈ I and suppose our formula is of the form ϕ ∧ v(bj,νj,0) < 1. We proceed as
in [7, 3.13 Case 2a]: one directly shows in this case that for all i ∈ I, under the assumption
v(bj,νj,0) < 1, fi = ri for an element ri ∈ AM,N which is polynomial in yM . By uniformly
replacing fi by ri, we obtain the result by Theorem 3.1 and the induction hypothesis.
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Case 2b: Suppose our formula is ϕ ∧
∧
i∈I v(bi,νi,0) = 1. Here we cannot proceed as in [7,
3.13 Case 2b] since we need to take into account potential sign changes. Let P(I2) denote the
set of subsets of I2. For B ∈ P(I2) let θB be the formula
ϕ ∧
∧
i∈I
v(bi,νi,0) = 1 ∧
∧
i∈B
0 < bi,νi,0 ∧
∧
i∈I2\B
bi,νi,0 < 0.
We further split into cases with respect to the disjunction
∨
B∈P(I2)
θB (which is equivalent to
ϕ∧
∧
i∈I v(bi,νi,0) = 1). Fix B ∈ P(I2). Let yM+1 be a new variable and consider the following
formula which is equivalent to θB
∃yM+1[v(yM+1) = 1 ∧ θB ∧ yM+1
∏
i∈I
bi,νi,0 − 1 = 0].
Let f ′i := ai(x, λ)g
′
i(x, λ, y, ρ) where
g′i = (
∑
ν 6=νi,0
bνρ
ν)yM+1
∏
j 6=i
bj,νj,0 + ρ
νi,0 .
We will replace each fi by f
′
i , but to get an equivalent formula, we need to take care of the
potential change of sign of f ′i for i ∈ I2. Since the sign of f
′
i only depends on the sign of bi,νi,0
(which is specified by B), we replace the corresponding order relation in ϕ2 accordingly, that
is, we replace ϕ2 inside θB by the conjunction∧
i∈B
(0 < f ′i(x, λ, y, ρ)) ∧
∧
i∈I2\B
(f ′i(x, λ, y, ρ) < 0).
Call this new equivalent formula θ′B. Note that f
′
i is preregular of degree (0, νi,0) and
YM+1
∏
i∈L bi,νi,0 − 1 is preregular in (y, yM+1) of degree (
∑
µi,0, 0). These conditions al-
low us to conclude the proof following the same argument as in [7, 3.13 Case 2b]. 
4. Further tameness properties of fields with analytic structure
In this section we show that Th(K,L6A) is weakly o-minimal when K is a real closed
valued field, and is C-minimal when K is an algebraically closed valued field. We recall the
definitions.
Let L be a language extending {6}. A totally ordered structure (K,L) is said to be weakly o-
minimal if every definable subsetX ⊆ K is a finite union of points and convex sets. The theory
Th(K,L) is weakly o-minimal if every elementarily equivalent structure (K ′,L) ≡ (K,L)
is weakly o-minimal. Analogously, let L be a language extending the language Ldiv. An
expansion of a valued field (K,L) is called C-minimal if for every elementarily equivalent
structure (K ′,L) ≡ (K,L), every definable subset X ⊆ K is a finite boolean combination of
balls (either closed or open).
In [8], Lipshitz and Robinson showed that if K is an algebraically closed valued field of rank
1 with separated analytic A-structure, then (K,LA) is C-minimal. Here we give a shorter
proof of the more general statement that applies when K is a field of any rank. A very
similar argument gives the weak o-minimality result when K is a real closed valued field of
any rank. In both cases, we need to understand the definable functions in one variable on
an arbitrary model L of the theory. There is a by-now standard method to incorporate the
analytic structure on L into parameters of the power series from A, creating a new separated
analytic structure A(L). This method is explained in detail in [3, Section 4.5]. Furthermore,
the separated analytic A-structure on K extends uniquely to a separated analytic A-structure
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on Kalg, the algebraic closure of K (see [3, Theorem 4.5.11]). This then gives rise to a precise
description of the definable functions in one variable. We use the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1 ([3, Theorem 5.5.3]). Let x be a single variable and let t(x) be a term of LA.
There is a finite set S ⊆ K◦alg and a finite cover of K
◦
alg by K-annuli Ui such that for each i
there is a rational function Ri ∈ K(x) and a strong unit Ei ∈ O
†(Ui) such that
t(x)|Ui\S = Ri(x) · E
σ
i |Ui\S(x).
Definitions of K-annuli and the K-algebras O†(Ui) and O
σ(Ui) can be found in [3, Section
5.1]. There are two key points for us when applying this theorem. The first is that the K-
annuli are quantifier-free definable in Ldiv. The second is the definition of strong unit, which
we repeat below.
Definition 4.2. A unit fσ in OσK(ϕ) is called a strong unit if
(1) there is some ℓ ∈ N and c ∈ K× such that v(fσ(x)ℓ) = v(c) for all x ∈ Uϕ and
(2) there exists a non-zero polynomial P (ξ) ∈ K˜[ξ] such that P (res(c−1fσ(x)ℓ)) = 0 for
all x ∈ Uϕ.
When the value group is divisible we can always take ℓ = 1 in the previous definition.
4.1. C-minimality of algebraically closed fields with separated analytic structure.
The following result is morally attributed to Robinson.
Theorem 4.3 (Robinson). The theory of algebraically closed valued fields has quantifier elim-
ination in Ldiv. In particular, algebraically closed valued fields are C-minimal.
Corollary 4.4. Algebraically closed valued fields are C-minimal.
Theorem 4.5 ([3, Theorem 4.5.15]). Let K be an algebraically closed valued field with sepa-
rated analytic A-structure. Then K admits elimination of quantifiers in LA.
Theorem 4.6. Let K be an algebraically closed valued field with analytic A-structure. Then,
(K,LA) is C-minimal.
Proof. It suffices to show that in every elementary extension of (K,LA) definable sets in one
variable are finite boolean combinations of balls. Let L be any such extension and X ⊆ L be
a definable set. Let x be a variable, ϕ(x, y) be an LA-formula and a ∈ L
|y| be such that X
is defined by ϕ(x, a). Without loss of generality we may suppose that x varies over L◦ and
that a ∈ (L◦)|y|. Each term t(x, a) in ϕ defines the same function as an LA(L)-term t
′
a(x).
Let ϕ′(x) be the corresponding LA(L)-formula where every term t(x, a) in ϕ(x, a) is replaced
by t′a(x). Note that ϕ and ϕ
′ define X. By Theorem 4.5 applied to Th(L,LA(L)), we may
assume that ϕ′(x) is an atomic LA(L)-formula. We are reduced then to the following three
cases for t(x), s(x) two LA(L)-terms
(1) ϕ′ is of the form t(x) = 0;
(2) ϕ′ is of the form v(t(x)) 6 v(s(x)).
By Theorem 4.1, we may further suppose that, after possibly partitioning L◦ into a definable
finite partition of L-annuli Ui, there is a finite set S ⊆ L
◦ such that on each annulus Ui we
have
t(x)|Ui\S = (Ri(x) · E
σ
i )|Ui\S(x) and s(x)|Ui\S = (R
′
i(x) · F
σ
i )|Ui\S(x),
where Ri, R
′
i are rational functions over L and E
σ
i , F
σ
i ∈ O
σ
L(Ui) are strong units. Note that
L-annuli are finite boolean combinations of balls. We split in cases:
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(1) Suppose that ϕ′ is of the form t(x) = 0. Let c ∈ L be such that v(Eσi ) = v(c) for all
x ∈ Ui. Then, the formula ϕ
′ restricted to X \ S, is equivalent to Ri(x) = 0, which defines a
finite set of points.
(2) Suppose that ϕ′ is of the form v(t(x)) 6 v(s(x)). Since both Eσi and F
σ
i are strong
units, there are b, c ∈ L such that for all x ∈ Ui, v(E
σ
i (x)) = v(c) and v(F
σ
i (x)) = v(b). Then,
we have that ϕ, restricted to X \ S, is equivalent to v(c)v(Ri(x)) 6 v(b)v(R
′
i(x)), and the
result follows from Corollary 4.4. 
4.2. Weak o-minimality. Let K be a real closed valued field with separated A-analytic
structure. The proof that the theory Th(K,L6A) is weakly o-minimal follows the same strategy
as the proof of Theorem 4.6. In particular, we use the following corollary which is an easy
consequence of Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 4.7. Every real closed valued field is weakly o-minimal (RCVF is weakly o-minimal).
Because of the ordering of K, we need some further lemmas.
Lemma 4.8. Let K be a real closed valued field with separated A-analytic structure. Let
X ⊆ Kalg be an LA-definable set. Then X ∩ K is Ldiv-definable. In particular, if Uϕ is a
K-annulus, Uϕ(K) (its trace on K) is Ldiv-definable.
Proof. By Theorem 4.6, X is a finite boolean combination of balls, so we may suppose that X
is a ball. If it is a single point, the result is trivial, so we may suppose that X = {x ∈ Kalg |
v(x− a)γ} where γ ∈ v(Kalg) = v(K) and  is either 6 or <. Suppose that X ∩K 6= ∅ and
let b ∈ X ∩K. Then X = {x ∈ Kalg | v(x− b)γ}, and thus B ∩K = {x ∈ K | v(x− b)γ}.
The last statement follows since K-annuli are Ldiv-definable. 
Lemma 4.9. Let ϕ be a K-annulus formula and fσ be a strong unit in OσK(ϕ). Then there
is a finite partition of Uϕ into finitely many L
6
div-definable sets X1, . . . ,Xn such that either
Xi ∩K is empty or f
σ
|Xi∩K
has constant sign.
Proof. Let c ∈ K be such that v(fσ(x)) = v(c) for all x ∈ Uϕ and P (ξ) ∈ K˜[ξ] be non-zero and
such that P (res(c−1fσ(x))) = 0 for all x ∈ Uϕ. Let a1, . . . , an ∈ K˜alg be all the distinct roots
of P and set Xi := {x ∈ Uϕ | res(c
−1fσ(x)) = ai}. By Theorem 4.6, Xi is a finite boolean
combination of balls and by Lemma 4.8, Xi ∩K is Ldiv-definable. Note that if ai /∈ K˜, then
Xi is empty. Moreover, as v(f
σ(x)) = v(c) for all x ∈ Uϕ, no ai is 0. Now, if Xi ∩ K is
non-empty, then fσ cannot change sign on Xi ∩ Uϕ, as the sign of res
−1(ai) ∩K is constant
for every non-zero ai ∈ K˜. 
Theorem 4.10. The theory Th(K,L6A) is weakly o-minimal.
Proof. It suffices to show that every elementary extension of (K,L6A) is weakly o-minimal.
Let L be any such extension and Z ⊆ L be a definable set. Let x be a variable, ϕ(x, y) be an
L6A-formula such that Z is defined by ϕ(x, a) for a ∈ L
|y|. We need to show that Z is a finite
union of convex sets and points. Without loss of generality we may suppose that x varies over
L◦ and that a ∈ (L◦)|y|. Each term in t(x, a) in ϕ defines the same function as an LA(L)-term
t′a(x). Let ϕ
′(x) be the corresponding L6A(L)-formula where every term t(x, a) in ϕ(x, a) is
replaced by t′a(x). Both ϕ and ϕ
′ define Z. By Theorem 3.2 applied to Th(L,L6A(L)), we may
assume that ϕ′(x) is an atomic L6A(L)-formula. We are reduced then to the following three
cases for t(x), s(x) two LA(L)-terms
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(1) ϕ′ is of the form t(x) = 0;
(2) ϕ′ is of the form 0 < t(x);
(3) ϕ′ is of the form v(t(x)) 6 v(s(x)).
By Theorem 4.1, we may further suppose that, after possibly partitioning L◦ into a definable
finite partition of L-annuli Ui, there is a finite set S ⊆ L
◦ such that on each annulus Ui we
have that:
t(x)|Ui\S = (Ri(x) · E
σ
i )|Ui\S(x) and s(x)|Ui\S = (R
′
i(x) · F
σ
i )|Ui\S(x),
where Ri, R
′
i are rational functions over L and E
σ
i , F
σ
i ∈ O
σ
L(Ui) are strong units. Moreover,
by Lemma 4.9, we may refine such a partition into a definable partition P such that for each
X ∈ P, if X ⊆ Ui, then neither E
σ
i nor F
σ
i restricted to X change sign. Fix some X ∈ P such
that X ⊆ Ui. We split in cases:
(1) Suppose that ϕ′ is of the form t(x) = 0. Let c ∈ L be such that v(Eσi ) = v(c) for all
x ∈ Ui. Then, the formula ϕ
′ restricted to X \ S, is equivalent to Ri(x) = 0, which defines a
finite set of points.
(2) Suppose that ϕ′ is of the form 0 < t(x). By construction the sign of Eσi (x) does not
change on X. Therefore, restricted to X \S, ϕ′ is equivalent either to 0 < Ri(x) or Ri(x) < 0.
The result follows then from Corollary 4.7.
(3) Suppose that ϕ′ is of the form v(t(x)) 6 v(s(x)). Since both Eσi and F
σ
i are strong
units, there are b, c ∈ L such that for all x ∈ Ui, v(E
σ
i (x)) = v(c) and v(F
σ
i (x)) = v(b). Then,
we have that ϕ, restricted to X \ S, is equivalent to v(c)v(Ri(x)) 6 v(b)v(R
′
i(x)), and again
the result follows from Corollary 4.7. 
5. Overconvergent real analytic structure
Let K be a rank one complete real closed valued field. Examples include the field of Puiseux
series K0 :=
⋃
n>0R((t
1/n)) and Hahn fields such as R((tQ)) or R((tR)). For x = (x1, . . . , xn)
let K〈x〉 be the ring of converging power series over K, that is, those power series
∑
i aix
i
such that lim|i|→∞ v(ai) = 0. We use ‖f‖ to denote the Gauss norm on K〈x〉. Let K〈〈x〉〉
denote the ring of overconvergent power series over K, which corresponds to the subring of
K〈x〉 consisting of those power series that converge on some ball of valuation radius strictly
bigger than 1 centered at 0 ∈ Kn. We let Lov(K), the language of overconvergent K-analytic
structure, be the language Ldiv together with symbols for
−1 and for every element f ∈ K〈〈x〉〉
for all finite tuples of variables x = (x1, . . . , xn). The structure (K,Lov(K)) is defined by
interpreting Ldiv and
−1 in the natural way and each f ∈ K〈〈x〉〉 with x = (x1, . . . , xn) as the
function
fLov(K)(x) :=
{
f(x) if x ∈ (K◦)n
0 otherwise.
As before, we let L6ov(K) to be the extension of Lov(K) by the binary relation 6.
Remark 5.1. There is a separated analytic structureA onK such that every L6ov(K)-definable
set X ⊆ Km is L6A-definable. See in particular the separated overconvergent structure pro-
vided in [3, Section 4.4, Example 10].
Corollary 5.2. The structure (K,L6ov(K)) is weakly o-minimal.
Proof. This follows from Remark 5.1 and Theorem 4.10. 
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Even though we know that the structure (K,L6ov(K)) is weakly o-minimal, the proof given
above passes through a proper expansion of Lov(K) to show this. It is thus natural to ask
whether (K,Lov(K)) has quantifier elimination. We show this is the case, following with
minor modification the argument for quantifier elimination in [9]. We will need the following
additional lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Let f ∈ K〈〈x1, . . . , xn〉〉 be such that ‖f − 1‖ < ‖f‖ = 1. Then 0 < f(x) for all
x ∈ (K◦)n.
Proof. Let f(x) =
∑
ν∈Nn aνx
ν . Let 0 denote the constant zero sequence in Nn. Since
‖f − 1‖ < ‖f‖, we have both that v(a0 − 1) < v(a0) = 1 and that for every i 6= 0, v(ai) < 1.
In particular, a0 − 1 ∈ K
◦◦ and therefore 0 < (a0 − 1) + 1 = a0. A similar argument applies
for every x ∈ (K◦)n. Indeed, we have that v(f(x) − a0) < 1. Hence f(x) − a0 ∈ K
◦◦ which
shows that 0 < (f(x)− a0) + a0 = f(x). 
Theorem 5.4. The theory Th(K,L6ov(K)) has quantifier elimination.
Proof. The proof follows almost word for word the strategy in [10, Theorem 2.1]. Let ϕ(x, y)
be a quantifier free L6ov(K)-formula with x = (x1, . . . , xm) and y = (y1, . . . , yn). We will
show that there is a quantifier free L6ov(K)-formula ψ(x) which is equivalent to ∃yϕ(x, y). By
standard reductions and the steps used in [10, Theorem 2.1]1, one is left with the following
situation: the formula ϕ is of the form ϕ0(x) ∧ ϕ1(x, y), where ϕ1(x, y) is of the form∧
i∈I1
(fi(x, y) = 0) ∧
∧
i∈I2
(0 < fi(x, y)) ∧
∧
i∈I3
(v(fi(x, y)) = 1) ∧
∧
i∈I4,j∈I5
v(fi(x, y)) < v(fj(x, y))
where all variables range over the valuation ring, each fi is of the form
fi = ai(x)Ei(x, y)Fi(x, y),
with ai(x) ∈ K〈〈x〉〉, Fi(x, y) ∈ K〈〈x, y1, . . . , yn−1〉〉[yn] and Ei(x, y)K〈〈x, y〉〉 is a unit such that
‖Ei − 1‖ < ‖Ei‖. By Lemma 5.3, E(x, y) > 0 for all (x, y) ∈ (K
◦)m+n. Hence, we have that
for each i, j ∈
⋃5
s=1 Is
0  fi(x, y)⇔ 0  aiµi(x)Fi(x, y),
v(fi(x, y)) = 1⇔ v(aiµi(x)Fi(x, y)) = 1,
v(fi(x, y)) < v(fj(x, y))⇔ v(aiµi(x)Fi(x, y)) < v(ajµ(x)Fj(x, y)),
where  ∈ {=, <}. Hence, by Theorem 3.1, we can eliminate the quantifier ∃yn. The result
follows by induction on n. 
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